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Hands-On Internet of Things with Blynk 2018-05-28 connect things to create amazing iot applications in minutes key
features use blynk cloud and blynk server to connect devices build iot applications on android and ios platforms a practical
guide that will show how to connect devices using blynk and raspberry pi 3 book description blynk known as the most user
friendly iot platform provides a way to build mobile applications in minutes with the blynk drag n drop mobile app builder
anyone can build amazing iot applications with minimal resources and effort on hardware ranging from prototyping
platforms such as arduino and raspberry pi 3 to industrial grade esp8266 intel sierra wireless particle texas instruments and
a few others this book uses raspberry pi as the main hardware platform and c c to write sketches to build projects the first
part of this book shows how to set up a development environment with various hardware combinations and required
software then you will build your first iot application with blynk using various hardware combinations and connectivity types
such as ethernet and wi fi then you ll use and configure various widgets control display notification interface time input and
some advanced widgets with blynk app builder to build applications towards the end you will learn how to connect with and
use built in sensors on android and ios mobile devices finally you will learn how to build a robot that can be controlled with a
blynk app through the blynk cloud and personal server by the end of this book you will have hands on experience building
iot applications using blynk what you will learn build devices using raspberry pi and various sensors and actuators use blynk
cloud to connect and control devices through the blynk app builder connect devices to blynk cloud and server through
ethernet and wi fi make applications using blynk app builder on android and ios platforms run blynk personal server on the
windows mac and raspberry pi platforms who this book is for this book is targeted at any stakeholder working in the iot
sector who wants to understand how blynk works and build exciting iot projects prior understanding of raspberry pi c c and
electronics is a must
ESP8266 Robotics Projects 2017-11-30 build simple yet amazing robotics projects using esp8266 about this book get
familiar with esp8266 and its features build wi fi controlled robots using esp8266 a project based book that will use the
esp8266 board and some of its popular variations to build robots who this book is for this book is targeted at enthusiasts
who are interested in developing low cost robotics projects using esp8266 a basic knowledge of programming will be useful
but everything you need to know is are covered in the book what you will learn build a basic robot with the original esp8266
arduino uno and a motor driver board make a mini round robot with esp8266 huzzah modify your mini round robot by
integrating encoders with motors use the zumo chassis kit to build a line following robot by connecting line sensors control
your romi robot with wiimote build a mini robot rover chassis with a gripper and control it through wi fi make a robot that
can take pictures in detail the esp8266 wi fi module is a self contained soc with an integrated tcp ip protocol stack and can
give any microcontroller access to your wi fi network it has a powerful processing and storage capability and also supports
application hosting and wi fi networking this book is all about robotics projects based on the original esp8266 microcontroller
board and some variants of esp8266 boards it starts by showing all the necessary things that you need to build your
development environment with basic hardware and software components the book uses the original esp8266 board and
some variants such as the adafruit huzzah esp8266 and the adafruit feather huzzah esp8266 you will learn how to use
different type of chassis kits motors motor drivers power supplies distribution boards sensors and actuators to build robotics
projects that can be controlled via wi fi in addition you will learn how to use line sensors the arduicam wii remote wheel
encoders and the gripper kit to build more specialized robots by the end of this book you will have built a wi fi control robot
using esp8266 style and approach a project based guide that will help you build exciting robotics using esp8266
Internet of Things with Raspberry Pi and Arduino 2019-11-18 this book provides a platform to understand internet of
things with raspberry pi and the basic knowledge of the programming and interfacing of the devices and designed systems it
broadly covers introduction to internet of things and enabling technologies interfacing with raspberry pi and arduino and
interfacing with raspberry pi gpio internet of things with raspberry pi and arduino is aimed at senior undergraduate graduate
students and professionals in electrical engineering computer engineering including robotics
Harnessing the Internet of Things (IoT) for a Hyper-Connected Smart World 2022-10-06 showcasing the diverse ways that iot
can be employed for improvement in many areas of contemporary life this new volume explores a multitude of iot
applications that provide advanced solutions for real world problems the selection of topics includes network on chip as the
new paradigm for system on chip integration for maintaining high performance for iot applications new router designs to
increase speed and the challenges of wireless underground sensor networks which have a wide range of applications in
military underground sensing testing soil traits and moisture content pollution control and location detection security and
detection of natural calamities various state of the art techniques such as optimization schemes blockchain machine
learning orthogonal frequency division multiplexing etc are also discussed in the context of cognitive iot the volume
considers the uses of iot in agriculture discussing challenges along with solutions with the help of the latest technical smart
tools to uplift the farming community specifically iot applications for information gathering to improve yield productivity food
and crop quality and sustainability monitoring toxic substances and soil properties etc the book also covers a broad
spectrum of iot applications in the educational industry along with the challenges associated with them and how to facilitate
the use of smart classroom technology a chapter on iot in the healthcare industry presents an iot based gps enabled smart
jacket design to monitor heart rate sugar level blood pressure fever and stress level the authors also present an iot based
peltier air conditioner design that overcomes the limitations of existing hvac framework a review of various energy
harvesting techniques to generate electrical power from non conventional power sources with their merits and demerits and
much more
Internet of Things with 8051 and ESP8266 2020-12-06 internet of things with 8051 and esp8266 provides a platform to
get started with the internet of things iot with 8051 this book describes programming basics and how devices interface
within designed systems it presents a unique combination of 8051 with esp8266 and i o devices for iot applications
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supported by case studies to provide the solutions to real time problems the programs and circuits have been tested on real
hardware and explore different areas in iot applications divided into four sections it explains the customized boards for iot
applications followed by the means by which 8051 and esp8266 interface with i o devices it spans levels from basic to
advanced interfacing with special devices server design and data logging with different platforms features covers how i o
devices interface with 8051 and esp8266 explains the basic concepts of interfacing complexity using applications with
examples provides hands on practice exercises with 8051 and esp8266 for iot applications discusses both case studies and
programming tests on real hardware during industrial and student projects reviews the integration of smart devices with iot
internet of things with 8051 and esp8266 is intended for senior undergraduate and graduate students in electrical and
electronics engineering but anyone with an interest in the professional curriculum of electrical and electronics engineering
will find this book a welcome addition to their collection
Getting Started for Internet of Things with Launch Pad and ESP8266 2022-09-01 getting started for internet of things with
launch pad and esp8266 provides a platform to get started with the ti launch pad and iot modules for internet of things
applications the book provides the basic knowledge of ti launch pad and esp8266 based customized modules with their
interfacing along with the programming the book discusses the application of internet of things in different areas several
examples for rapid prototyping are included this to make the readers understand the concept of iot the book comprises of
twenty seven chapters which are divided into four sections and which focus on the design of various independent prototypes
section a gives a brief introduction to ti launch pad msp430 and internet of things platforms like gprs nodemcu and nuttyfi
esp8266 customized board and it shows steps to program these boards examples on how to interface these boards with
display units analog sensors digital sensors and actuators are also included this to make reader comfortable with the
platforms section b discusses the communication modes to relay the data like serial out pwm and i2c section c explores the
iot data loggers and shows certain steps to design and interact with the servers section d includes few iot based case studies
in various fields this book is based on the practical experience of the authors while undergoing projects with students and
partners from various industries
ESP8266 Home Automation Projects 2017-11-28 unleash the power of the esp8266 and build a complete home
automation system with it about this book harness the power of the esp8266 wi fi chip to build an effective home
automation system learn about the various esp8266 modules configuring the esp8266 and making interesting home
automation projects a step by step guide on the esp8266 chip and how to convert your home into a smart home who this
book is for this book is targeted at people who want to build connected and inexpensive home automation projects using the
esp8266 wi fi chip and to completely automate their homes a basic understanding of the board would be an added
advantage what you will learn get compile install and configure an mqtt server use the wi fi connectivity feature to control
appliances remotely control several home appliances using the esp8266 wi fi chip control and monitor your home from the
cloud using esp8266 modules stream real time data from the esp8266 to a server over websockets create an android mobile
application for your project in detail the esp8266 is a low cost yet powerful wi fi chip that is becoming more popular at an
alarming rate and people have adopted it to create interesting projects with this book you will learn to create and program
home automation projects using the esp8266 wi fi chip you will learn how to build a thermostat to measure and adjust the
temperature accordingly and how to build a security system using the esp8266 furthermore you will design a complete
home automation system from sensor to your own cloud you will touch base on data monitoring controlling appliances and
security aspects by the end of the book you will understand how to completely control and monitor your home from the
cloud and from a mobile application you will be familiar with the capabilities of the esp8266 and will have successfully
designed a complete ready to sell home automated system style and approach a practical book that will cover independent
home automation projects
Intelligent Cyber Physical Systems and Internet of Things 2023-02-03 this book highlights the potential research
areas of information and communication technologies ict such as the research in the field of modern computing and
communication technologies that deal with different aspects of data analysis and network connectivity to develop solution
for the emerging real time information system challenges contains a brief discussion about the progression from information
systems to intelligent information systems development of autonomous systems real time implementation of internet of
things iot and cyber physical systems cps fundamentals of intelligent information systems and analytical activities helps to
gain a significant research knowledge on modern communication technologies from the novel research contributions dealing
with different aspects of communication systems which showcase effective technological solutions that can be used for the
implementation of novel distributed wireless communication systems the individual chapters included in this book will
provide a valuable resource for the researchers scientists scholars and research enthusiasts who have more interest in
information and communication technologies ict encompassing the contributions of professors and researchers from indian
and other foreign universities this book will be of interest to students researchers and practitioners as well as members of
the general public interested in the realm of internet of things iot and cyber physical systems cps
Learning AWS IoT 2018-01-29 learn to use aws iot services to build your connected applications with the help of this
comprehensive guide key features gets you started with aws iot and its functionalities learn different modules of aws iot with
practical use cases learn to secure your iot communication book description the internet of things market increased a lot in
the past few years and iot development and its adoption have showed an upward trend analysis and predictions say that
enterprise iot platforms are the future of iot aws iot is currently leading the market with its wide range of device support
sdks and versatile management console this book initially introduces you to the iot platforms and how it makes our iot
development easy it then covers the complete aws iot suite and how it can be used to develop secure communication
between internet connected things such as sensors actuators embedded devices smart applications and so on the book also
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covers the various modules of aws aws greengrass aws device sdks aws iot platform aws button aws management consoles
aws related cli and api references all with practical use cases near the end the book supplies security related best practices
to make bi directional communication more secure when you ve finished this book you ll be up and running with the aws iot
suite and building iot projects what you will learn implement aws iot on iot projects learn the technical capabilities of aws iot
and iot devices create iot based aws iot projects choose iot devices and aws iot platforms to use based on the kind of project
you need to build deploy aws greengrass and aws lambda develop program for aws iot button visualize iot aws data build
predictive analytics using aws iot and aws machine learning who this book is for this book is for anyone who wants to get
started with the aws iot suite and implement it with practical use cases this book acts as an extensive guide on completion
of which you will be in a position to start building iot projects using aws iot platform and using cloud services for your
projects
Next Generation Communication Networks for Industrial Internet of Things Systems 2022-12-14 this book presents internet
of things iot technology and security related solutions that employ intelligent data processing technologies and machine
learning ml approaches for data analytics it presents practical scenarios from the industry for the application of the internet
of things in various domains next generation communication networks for industrial internet of things systems presents
concepts and research challenges in communication networking for industrial internet of things systems features discusses
process monitoring environmental monitoring control and maintenance monitoring covers data collection and
communication protocols in a comprehensive manner highlights the internet of things industrial applications and industrial
revolution 4 0 presents 5g enabled internet of things technology and architecture showcases artificial intelligence
techniques in the iot networks it will serve as an ideal reference text for senior undergraduate graduate students and
academic researchers in the areas of electrical engineering electronics and communications engineering computer
engineering and information technology
Artificial Intelligence and Heuristics for Smart Energy Efficiency in Smart Cities 2021-11-24 this book emphasizes the role of
micro grid systems and connected networks for the strategic storage of energy through the use of information and
communication techniques big data the cloud and meta heuristics to support the greed for artificial intelligence techniques
in data and the implementation of global strategies to meet the challenges of the city in the broad sense the intelligent
management of renewable energy in the context of the energy transition requires the use of techniques and tools based on
artificial intelligence ai to overcome the challenges of the intermittence of resources and the cost of energy the advent of
the smart city makes an increased call for the integration of artificial intelligence and heuristics to meet the challenge of the
increasing migration of populations to the city in order to ensure food energy and environmental security of the citizen of the
city and his well being this book is intended for policymakers academics practitioners and students several real cases are
exposed throughout the book to illustrate the concepts and methods of the networks and systems presented this book
proposes the development of new technological innovations mainly ict the concept of smart city appears as a means of
achieving more efficient and sustainable cities the overall goal of the book is to develop a comprehensive framework to help
public and private stakeholders make informed decisions on smart city investment strategies and develop skills for
assessment and prioritization including resolution of difficulties with deployment and reproducibility
Iot BASED WATER QUALITY MONITORING SYSTEM 2021-11-22 this book explains the application of artificial intelligence
and internet of things on green energy systems the design of smart grids and intelligent networks enhances energy
efficiency while the collection of environmental data through sensors and their prediction through machine learning models
improve the reliability of green energy systems
Artificial Intelligence and Internet of Things for Renewable Energy Systems 2021-10-29 in recent years the medical
internet of things miot has emerged as one of the most helpful technological gifts to mankind with the incredible
development in data science big data technologies iot and embedded systems it is now possible to collect a huge amount of
sensitive and personal data compile it and store it through cloud or edge computing techniques however important concerns
remain about security and privacy the preservation of sensitive and personal data and the efficient transfer storage and
processing of miot based data medical internet of things techniques practices and applications is an attempt to explore new
ideas and novel techniques in the area of miot the book is composed of fifteen chapters discussing basic concepts issues
challenges case studies and applications in miot this book offers novel advances and applications of miot in a precise and
clear manner to the research community to achieve in depth knowledge in the field this book will help those interested in
the field as well as researchers to gain insight into different concepts and their importance in multifaceted applications of
real life this has been done to make the book more flexible and to stimulate further interest in the topic features a
systematic overview of concepts in medical internet of things miot is included recent research and some pointers on future
advancements in miot are discussed examples and case studies are included it is written in an easy to understand style with
the help of numerous figures and datasets this book serves as a reference book for scientific investigators who are
interested in working on miot as well as researchers developing methodology in this field it may also be used as a textbook
for postgraduate level courses in computer science or information technology
Medical Internet of Things 2023-06-30 this book presents the select proceedings of the 4th international conference on
innovative product design and intelligent manufacturing system ipdims 2022 it covers the latest trends in the areas of
design and manufacturing the main topics covered include industry 4 0 smart manufacturing advanced robotics and cad
cam cim the contents of this book are useful for researchers and professionals working in the disciplines of mechatronics
mechanical manufacturing production and industrial engineering
Intelligent Manufacturing Systems in Industry 4.0 2022-11-09 this handbook brings together technical expertise
conceptual background applications and societal aspects of industry 4 0 the evolution of automation and data exchange in
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fabrication technologies materials processing and device manufacturing at both experimental and theoretical model scales
the book assembles all the aspects of industry 4 0 starting from the emergence of the concept to the consequences of its
progression drawing on expert contributors from around the world the volume details the technologies that sparked the
fourth revolution and illustrates their characteristics potential and methods of use in the industrial and societal domains in
addition important topics such as ethics privacy and security are considered in a reality where all data is shared and saved
remotely the collection of contribution serve a very broad audience working in the fields of science and engineering chemical
engineering materials science nanotechnology energy environment green chemistry sustainability electrical and electronic
engineering solid state physics surface science aerosol technology chemistry colloid science device engineering and
computer technology this handbook ideal reference libraries in universities and industrial institutions government and
independent institutes individual research groups and scientists
Handbook of Smart Materials, Technologies, and Devices 2017-05-31 learn the art of building enticing projects by
unleashing the potential of raspberry pi 3 using java about this book explore the small yet powerful mini computer in order
to run java applications leverage java libraries to build exciting projects on home automation iot and robotics by leveraging
java libraries get acquainted with connecting electronic sensors to your raspberry pi 3 using java apis who this book is for
the book is aimed at java programmers who are eager to get their hands on raspberry pi and build interesting projects using
java they have a very basic knowledge of raspberry pi what you will learn use presence detection using the integrated
bluetooth chip automatic light switch using presence detection use a centralized iot service to publish data using rpc control
a robot by driving motors using pwm create a small web service capable of performing actions on the raspberry pi and
supply readings image capture using java together with the opencv framework in detail raspberry pi is a small low cost and
yet very powerful development platform it is used to interact with attached electronics by the use of it s gpio pins for
multiple use cases mainly home automation and robotics our book is a project based guide that will show you how to utilize
the raspberry pi s gpio with java and how you can leverage this utilization with your knowledge of java you will start with
installing and setting up the necessary hardware to create a seamless development platform you will then straightaway start
by building a project that will utilize light for presence detection next you will program the application capable of handling
real time data using mqtt and utilize rpc to publish data to adafruit io further you will build a wireless robot on top of the
zuma chassis with the raspberry pi as the main controller lastly you will end the book with advanced projects that will help
you to create a multi purpose iot controller along with building a security camera that will perform image capture and
recognize faces with the help of notifications by the end of the book you will be able to build your own real world usable
projects not limited to home automation iot and or robotics utilizing logic user and web interfaces style and approach the
book will contain projects that ensure a java programmer gets started with building interesting projects using the small yet
powerful raspberry pi 3 we will start with brushing up your raspberry pi skills followed by building 5 6 projects
Raspberry Pi 3 Projects for Java Programmers 2022 this book promotes and facilitates exchanges of research knowledge and
findings across different disciplines on the design and investigation of machine learning based data analytics of iot
infrastructures this book is focused on the emerging trends strategies and applications of iot in both healthcare and industry
data analytics perspectives the data analytics discussed are relevant for healthcare and industry to meet many technical
challenges and issues that need to be addressed to realize this potential the iot discussed helps to design and develop the
intelligent medical and industry solutions assisted by data analytics and machine learning at the end of every chapter
readers are encouraged to check their understanding by means of brainstorming summary discussion exercises and
solutions focused on the emerging trends strategies and applications of iot in both healthcare and industry data analytics
perspectives promotes an exchange of research across disciplines on the design and investigation of machine learning
based data analytics of iot infrastructures features case studies emphasizing social and research perspectives on cyber
physical systems data analytics intelligence and security
Intelligent Internet of Things for Healthcare and Industry 2022-03-18 engineering education aims to prepare
engineering undergraduates for their future professional journey where they will be called on to solve challenges affecting
individuals companies and society the european project semester eps exposes students to project and challenge based
learning paying special attention to international multidisciplinary teamwork sustainable design innovative thinking and
project management in order to develop a set of desired professional skills the handbook of research on improving
engineering education with the european project semester shares the best practices in engineering education through close
examination of the eps it describes the adopted learning framework analyzes how it contributes to the development of skills
reports on the types of challenges proposed to teams and delivers a set of team project cases from the network of providers
covering topics such as engineering ethics project management and sustainable behavior this book is essential to students
in engineering engineers engineering educators educational researchers academic administration and faculty and
academicians
Handbook of Research on Improving Engineering Education With the European Project Semester 2021-03-29 the one stop
resource for all your python queries powerful and flexible python is one of the most popular programming languages in the
world it s got all the right stuff for the software driving the cutting edge of the development world machine learning robotics
artificial intelligence data science etc the good news is that it s also pretty straightforward to learn with a simplified syntax
natural language flow and an amazingly supportive user community the latest edition of python all in one for dummies gives
you an inside look at the exciting possibilities offered in the python world and provides a springboard to launch yourself into
wherever you want your coding career to take you these 7 straightforward and friendly mini books assume the reader is a
beginning programmer and cover everything from the basic elements of python code to introductions to the specific
applications where you ll use it intended as a hands on reference the focus is on practice over theory providing you with
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examples to follow as well as code for you to copy and start modifying in the real world helping you get up and running in
your area of interest almost right away this means you ll be finishing off your first app or building and remote controlling
your own robot much faster than you can believe get a thorough grounding in the language basics learn how the syntax is
applied in high profile industries apply python to projects in enterprise find out how python can get you into hot careers in ai
big data and more whether you re a newbie coder or just want to add python to your magic box of tricks this is the perfect
practical introduction and one you ll return to as you grow your career
Python All-in-One For Dummies 2015-10-27 develop interactive arduino based internet projects with ethernet and wifi
about this book build internet based arduino devices to make your home feel more secure learn how to connect various
sensors and actuators to the arduino and access data from internet a project based guide filled with schematics and wiring
diagrams to help you build projects incrementally who this book is for this book is intended for those who want to learn more
about arduino and make internet based interactive projects with arduino if you are an experienced software developer who
understands the basics of electronics then you can quickly learn how to build the arduino projects explained in this book
what you will learn make a powerful internet controlled relay with an embedded web server to monitor and control your
home electrical appliances build a portable wi fi signal strength sensor to give haptic feedback about signal strength to the
user measure water flow speed and volume with liquid flow sensors and record real time readings secure your home with
motion activated arduino security cameras and upload images to the cloud implement real time data logging of a solar panel
voltage with arduino cloud connectors track locations with gps and upload location data to the cloud control a garage door
light with your twitter feed control infrared enabled devices with ir remote and arduino in detail arduino is a small single chip
computer board that can be used for a wide variety of creative hardware projects the hardware consists of a simple
microcontroller board and chipset it comes with a java based ide to allow creators to program the board arduino is the ideal
open hardware platform for experimenting with the world of the internet of things this credit card sized arduino board can be
used via the internet to make more useful and interactive internet of things projects internet of things with arduino
blueprints is a project based book that begins with projects based on iot and cloud computing concepts this book covers up
to eight projects that will allow devices to communicate with each other access information over the internet store and
retrieve data and interact with users creating smart pervasive and always connected environments it explains how wired
and wireless internet connections can be used with projects and the use of various sensors and actuators the main aim of
this book is to teach you how arduino can be used for internet related projects so that users are able to control actuators
gather data from various kinds of sensors and send and receive data wirelessly across http and tcp protocols finally you can
use these projects as blueprints for many other iot projects and put them to good use by the end of the book you will be an
expert in the use of iot with arduino to develop a set of projects that can relate very well to iot applications in the real world
style and approach every chapter in this book clearly explains how to assemble components through easy to follow steps on
while laying out important concepts code snippets and expected output results so that you can easily end up with a
successful project where you can also enhance or modify the project according to your requirements
Internet of Things with Arduino Blueprints 2019-08-31 real time data analytics for large scale sensor data covers the theory
and applications of hardware platforms and architectures the development of software methods techniques and tools
applications governance and adoption strategies for the use of massive sensor data in real time data analytics it presents
the leading edge research in the field and identifies future challenges in this fledging research area the book captures the
essence of real time iot based solutions that require a multidisciplinary approach for catering to on the fly processing
including methods for high performance stream processing adaptively streaming adjustment uncertainty handling latency
handling and more examines iot applications the design of real time intelligent systems and how to manage the rapid
growth of the large volume of sensor data discusses intelligent management systems for applications such as healthcare
robotics and environment modeling provides a focused approach towards the design and implementation of real time
intelligent systems for the management of sensor data in large scale environments
Real-Time Data Analytics for Large Scale Sensor Data 2020-01-29 this book gathers selected papers presented at the
inventive communication and computational technologies conference icicct 2019 held on 29 30 april 2019 at gnanamani
college of technology tamil nadu india the respective contributions highlight recent research efforts and advances in a new
paradigm called ismac iot in social mobile analytics and cloud contexts topics covered include the internet of things social
networks mobile communications big data analytics bio inspired computing and cloud computing the book is chiefly intended
for academics and practitioners working to resolve practical issues in this area
Inventive Communication and Computational Technologies 2020-11-10 this book gives a complete description of the topic
that provides solutions for classroom projectors after one year of complete dedication and hard work we designed a system
and named it smart classroom with intelligent projector the project mentioned in this book will help the teacher present in
the classroom to allow them to control the classroom and projector using an android application in the android smartphone
we are publishing this book so that others should also get help and implement such a system in their college and institutes
Smart Classroom with Intelligent Projector 2017-12-22 end to end solutions for iot enthusiasts and web developers key
features leverage the capability of iot with the combination of raspberry pi 3 and javascript es5 es6 develop a health
monitoring device along with some cool projects like smart agriculture raspberry pi 3 based surveillance a practical book
which will help you build mobile desktop apps that will show how to manage and monitor data from sensors and actuators in
real time book description in this world of technology upgrades iot is currently leading with its promise to make the world a
more smarter and efficient place this book will show you how to build simple iot solutions that will help you to understand
how this technology works we would not only explore the iot solution stack but we will also see how to do it with the world s
most misunderstood programming language javascript using raspberry pi 3 and javascript es5 es6 as the base to build all
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the projects you will begin with learning about the fundamentals of iot and then build a standard framework for developing
all the applications covered in this book you will then move on to build a weather station with temperature humidity and
moisture sensors and further integrate alexa with it further you will build a smart wearable for understanding the concept of
fall detection you will then extend it with the if this then that ifttt rules engine to send an email on fall detection finally you
will be working with the raspberry pi 3 camera module and surveillance with a bit of facial detection using amazon
rekognition platform at the end of the book you will not only be able to build standalone exciting iot applications but also
learn how you can extend your projects to another level what you will learn integrate sensors and actuators with the cloud
and control them for your smart weather station develop your very own amazon alexa integrating with your iot solution
define custom rules and execute jobs on certain data events using ifttt build a simple surveillance solutions using amazon
recognition raspberry pi 3 design a fall detection system and build a notification system for it use amazon rekognition for
face detection and face recognition in your surveillance project who this book is for this book targets iot enthusiasts and web
developers who would like to build iot based applications with raspberry pi arduino and javascript some knowledge about
electronics and familiarity with programming concepts javascript es5 es6 is expected
Practical Internet of Things with JavaScript 2020-12-15 this book proposes new technologies and discusses future
solutions for ict design infrastructures as reflected in high quality papers presented at the 5th international conference on ict
for sustainable development ict4sd 2020 held in goa india on 23 24 july 2020 the conference provided a valuable forum for
cutting edge research discussions among pioneering researchers scientists industrial engineers and students from all around
the world bringing together experts from different countries the book explores a range of central issues from an international
perspective
ICT Analysis and Applications 2019-12-16 deep learning networks are getting smaller much smaller the google assistant
team can detect words with a model just 14 kilobytes in size small enough to run on a microcontroller with this practical
book you ll enter the field of tinyml where deep learning and embedded systems combine to make astounding things
possible with tiny devices pete warden and daniel situnayake explain how you can train models small enough to fit into any
environment ideal for software and hardware developers who want to build embedded systems using machine learning this
guide walks you through creating a series of tinyml projects step by step no machine learning or microcontroller experience
is necessary build a speech recognizer a camera that detects people and a magic wand that responds to gestures work with
arduino and ultra low power microcontrollers learn the essentials of ml and how to train your own models train models to
understand audio image and accelerometer data explore tensorflow lite for microcontrollers google s toolkit for tinyml debug
applications and provide safeguards for privacy and security optimize latency energy usage and model and binary size
IT Applications for Sustainable Living 2023-06-20 integrated green energy solutions this first volume in a two volume set
presents the state of the art for the concepts practical applications and future of renewable energy and how to move closer
to true sustainability renewable energy supplies are of ever increasing environmental and economic importance in every
country worldwide a wide range of renewable energy technologies has been established commercially and recognized as an
important set of growth industries for most governments world agencies including the united nations have extensive
programs to encourage these emerging technologies this book will bridge the gap between descriptive reviews and
specialized engineering technologies it centers on demonstrating how fundamental physical processes govern renewable
energy resources and their applications although the applications are updated continually the fundamental principles remain
the same and this book will provide a useful platform for those advancing the subject and its industries integrated resilient
energy solutions is a two volume set covering subjects of proven technical and economic importance worldwide energy
supply from renewables is an essential component of every nation s strategy especially when there is responsibility for the
environment and sustainability these two volumes will consider the timeless renewable energy technologies principles yet
demonstrate modern applications and case studies whether for the veteran engineer student or other professional these two
volumes are a must have for any library
TinyML 2021-03-12 this book is a collection of best selected research papers presented at international conference on
intelligent and smart computing in data analytics iscda 2020 held at k l university guntur andhra pradesh india the primary
focus is to address issues and developments in advanced computing intelligent models and applications smart technologies
and applications it includes topics such as artificial intelligence and machine learning pattern recognition and analysis
computational intelligence signal and image processing bioinformatics ubiquitous computing genetic fuzzy systems hybrid
evolutionary algorithms nature inspired smart hybrid systems internet of things industrial iot health informatics human
computer interaction and social network analysis the book presents innovative work by leading academics researchers and
experts from industry
Integrated Green Energy Solutions, Volume 1 2020-07-27 this book covers recent trends in the field of devices wireless
communication and networking it gathers selected papers presented at the international conference on communication
devices and networking iccdn 2019 which was organized by the department of electronics and communication engineering
sikkim manipal institute of technology sikkim india on 9 10 december 2019 gathering cutting edge research papers prepared
by researchers engineers and industry professionals it will help young and experienced scientists and developers alike to
explore new perspectives and offer them inspirations on how to address real world problems in the areas of electronics
communication devices and networking
International Conference on Intelligent and Smart Computing in Data Analytics 2019-02-07 this book gathers selected papers
presented at the 7th international conference on innovations in electronics and communication engineering held at guru
nanak institutions in hyderabad india it highlights contributions by researchers technocrats and experts regarding the latest
technologies in electronic and communication engineering and addresses various aspects of communication engineering
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including signal processing vlsi design embedded systems wireless communications and electronics and communications in
general covering cutting edge technologies the book offers a valuable resource especially for young researchers
Advances in Communication, Devices and Networking 2019-09-13 with near universal internet access and ever advancing
electronic devices the ability to facilitate interactions between various hardware and software provides endless possibilities
though internet of things iot technology is becoming more popular among individual users and companies more potential
applications of this technology are being sought every day there is a need for studies and reviews that discuss the
methodologies concepts and possible problems of a technology that requires little or no human interaction between systems
the handbook of research on the internet of things applications in robotics and automation is a pivotal reference source on
the methods and uses of advancing iot technology while highlighting topics including traffic information systems home
security and automatic parking this book is ideally designed for network analysts telecommunication system designers
engineers academicians technology specialists practitioners researchers students and software developers seeking current
research on the trends and functions of this life changing technology
Innovations in Electronics and Communication Engineering 2019-06-28 build engaging programs for the bbc micro bit
using microsoft s makecode web editor using this open source platform you ll learn to program in an accessible way that
easily translates into real world programming bbc micro bit recipes is a practical guide with a problem solving approach it
provides exact solutions for common application development problems for the micro bit using makecode you ll discover and
apply techniques that can be used to build simple games with sprites keep score and control game play the micro bit is a
small programmable device that is a cross between a very small computer and a programmable embedded board it is easy
to program extremely versatile and designed with young learners in mind in particular it is designed to be easy for people
who have never programmed before by the end of this book you ll have the foundation to build programs with the microsoft
makecode editor and use and process data with built in sensors such as accelerometer compass temperature touch and light
you ll also see how to work with communication protocols such as serial i2c and spi and how to use variables loops logic
arrays math and functions to easily solve problems what you ll learndisplay text images and animations on the micro bit
display connect external sensors and process data make and play music through speakers and headphones use bluetooth
service to communicate with smartphones and tablets who this book is for those who are interested in learning to program
the bbc micro bit with microsoft makecode the difficulty level falls from beginner to intermediate level
Handbook of Research on the Internet of Things Applications in Robotics and Automation 2019-09-20 controlling robots using
blynk virtuino cayenne thingspeak firebase description this book provides a platform to the readers where they can
understand the applications of Ôinternet of thingsÕ to control the robotic platform Ê it covers the basic knowledge of the
mobile apps with their designing steps and programming the objective of the book is to discuss various applications of
robotic platform where Ôinternet of Ê thingsÕ can play an important role this book comprises of total seventeen chapters for
designing different independent prototypes for the various control methods it covers introduction to iot and basic
components to design a robotic platform the system demonstration is done with the help of ti launch pad and other
interfacing devices the control of robot with different mobile apps like blynk virtuino cayenne thingspeak firebase are
included for vast coverage of scope it would be beneficial for the people who want to get started with hardware based
robotic prototypes with iot this book is entirely based on the practical experience of the authors while undergoing projects
with the students and industries key features the book provides gradual pace of basics to advanced interfacing and
programming with ti launch pad for iot applications it provides a unique style for iot applications with program codes it
discusses various applications where the internet of things plays an important role and considers a number of different
independent prototypes for various mobile robotics platform control methods the control of robot with different mobile apps
like blynk virtuino cayenne thingspeak firebase are included for vast coverage of scope step by step programming to get
started with ti launch pad case studies to provide solution to real time problems the case studies and programming in book
are tested on real hardware during handling the industrial and student projects what will you learn interfacing of ti launch
pad and nodemcu with input output devices serial communication between ti launch pad and nodemcu robot control using
the blynk virtuino app environment monitoring robot with blynk app sensory data acquisition robot using a thingspeak
serverÊ robot control with cayenne app local server and nodemcu firebase server who this book is for students pursuing be
bsc me msc btech mtech in computer science electronics electrical table of contents 1 Ê Ê introduction 2 Ê Ê components of
a robotic platform 3 Ê Ê interfacing of ti launch pad with input output devices 4 Ê Ê interfacing of nodemcu with input output
devices 5 Ê Ê serial communication between ti launch pad and nodemcu 6 Ê Ê robot control using the blynk app 7 Ê Ê robot
control using the virtuino app 8 Ê Ê environment monitoring robot with blynk app 9 Ê Ê sensory data acquisition robot using
a thingspeak serverÊ 10 Ê robot control with cayenne app 11 Ê robot control with local server and nodemcu 12 Ê robot
control with a firebase server 13 Ê xbee and wi fi modem based robot control 14 Ê fire fighting robot 15 Ê the internet of
things robotic arm 16 Ê the smart orchard with a robotic arm sprinkler 17 Ê smart farming with the iot
BBC micro:bit Recipes 2023-06-23 sensor devices that are flexible and printable have received a lot of interest in recent
years new techniques such as printing and additive manufacturing are being developed to realize a wide range of readily
deployable systems such as displays sensors and rfid tags this informative book provides an overview of the smart real time
application of sensors in a variety of intelligent systems and machines it looks at their diverse applications and uses their
design and architecture and optimization technologies bringing together leading academics architects and scientists from
across the globe who are experts in this area the volume looks at new research on sensors in several fields such as health
care education smart home technology security agriculture transportation systems and others
Cookbook For Mobile Robotic Platform Control 2021-10-11 this book presents select proceedings of the international
conference on futuristic communication and network technologies cfcnt 2020 conducted at vellore institute of technology
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chennai it covers various domains in communication engineering and networking technologies this volume comprises of
recent research in areas like optical communication optical networks optics and optical computing emerging trends in
photonics mems and sensors active and passive rf components and devices antenna systems and applications rf devices
and antennas for microwave emerging technologies wireless communication for future networks signal and image
processing machine learning ai for networks internet of intelligent things network security and blockchain technologies this
book will be useful for researchers professionals and engineers working in the core areas of electronics and communication
Intelligent Technologies for Sensors 2017-02-07 learn the fundamentals of plcs and how to control them using arduino
software to create your first arduino plc you will learn how to draw ladder logic diagrams to represent plc designs for a wide
variety of automated applications and to convert the diagrams to arduino sketches a comprehensive shopping guide
includes the hardware and software components you need in your tool box you will learn to use arduino uno arduino
ethernet shield and arduino wifi shield building arduino plcs shows you how to build and test a simple arduino uno based 5v
dc logic level plc with grove base shield by connecting simple sensors and actuators you will also learn how to build industry
grade plcs with the help of arduibox what you ll learn build modbus enabled plcs map arduino plcs into the cloud using
nearbus cloud connector to control the plc through the internet use do it yourself light platforms such as ifttt enhance your
plc by adding relay shields for connecting heavy loads who this book is for engineers designers crafters and makers basic
knowledge in electronics and arduino programming or any other programming language is recommended
Futuristic Communication and Network Technologies 2024-05-23 the human machine interaction in the digital era
ichmide 2023 conference aims to address the main issues of concern in the design issues with a particular emphasis on the
design and development of interfaces for autonomous robots its main objective is to provide an international forum for the
dissemination and exchange of up to date scientific information on research related to integrated human machine systems
at multiple scales and includes areas such as human machine interaction engineering mathematical models assistive
technologies system modelling design testing and validation the organization of ichms is based on the following track types
smart applications for digital era computational mathematical and electronics intelligent systems in security and
communication technologies technological interventions using ai and machine learning applied science and iot techniques
for industries
Building Arduino PLCs 2018-11-04 the proceedings covers advanced and multi disciplinary research on design of smart
computing and informatics the theme of the book broadly focuses on various innovation paradigms in system knowledge
intelligence and sustainability that may be applied to provide realistic solution to varied problems in society environment
and industries the volume publishes quality work pertaining to the scope of the conference which is extended towards
deployment of emerging computational and knowledge transfer approaches optimizing solutions in varied disciplines of
science technology and healthcare
Human Machine Interaction in the Digital Era
Smart Intelligent Computing and Applications
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